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Novel Units® Single-Classroom User Agreement

With the purchase of electronic materials (such as ebooks and print-on-demand
teaching activities) from a Novel Units, Inc. (Novel Units) Web site, or that of a
Novel Units authorized dealer’s Web site, the customer (the purchaser or person
for whom this product was purchased) is granted a single-classroom user license,
which entitles the customer to use or duplicate these materials for a single
classroom (or home) only.

Sharing the digital files or reproduction of any part of this
publication in any way or by any means for additional classrooms
(or homes), an entire school, or a school system; by for-profit
institutions and tutoring centers; or for commercial sale is strictly
prohibited.

Reproduction of any part of the Teacher Guide is strictly prohibited. Use of the
materials for anything other than classroom instruction is a violation of Novel Units
intellectual property rights. Materials may be transmitted or projected via digital
device within a single classroom setting only; any other electronic transmission or
projection of materials is strictly prohibited. Novel Units retains full intellectual
property rights on all proprietary products, and these rights extend to electronic
editions of print books or materials, excerpts of print books or materials, and
individual teaching activities offered for sale in digital format.

To obtain more information, or, if you would like to use Novel Units products for
additional purposes not outlined in the single-classroom license (described above),
please contact customercare@ecslearningsystems.com.

ebooks.ecslearningsystems.com
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Note
The new verse translation paperback, published by W.W. Norton &
Company, © 2000 by Seamus Heaney, was used to prepare this guide.
The page references may differ in other editions.

Please note: This novel unit deals with sensitive, mature issues. Parts
may contain descriptions of violence. Please assess the appropriateness of
this book for the age level and maturity of your students prior to reading
and discussing it with them.
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For a complete catalog, contact—

Novel Units, Inc.
P.O. Box 97

Bulverde, TX 78163-0097

Web site: novelunits.com

For more digital resources, visit:
ebooks.ecslearningsystems.com

Copyright infringement is a violation of Federal Law.
© 2010 by Novel Units, Inc., Bulverde, Texas. All rights reserved. Reproduction of this publication
is limited to the terms of the Single-Classroom User License for a maximum of 30 copies. No part
of this publication may be translated, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted or shared in any
way or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise) without
prior written permission from Novel Units, Inc. Reproduction of any part of this publication for
multiple school terms, an entire school or for a school system, by for-profit institutions and tutoring
centers, or for commercial sale is strictly prohibited.

Reproduction of any part of the Teacher Guide is strictly prohibited.

Novel Units is a registered trademark of Novel Units, Inc.
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Name ________________________________
Beowulf

Activity #3 • Protagonist/Antagonist
Use Before and During Reading
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The main character in a story is called the protagonist. Sometimes we call the protagonist
the hero or heroine (the good person). The character who opposes the hero in a story is
called the antagonist. Sometimes we call the antagonist the villain (the bad person).

Directions: Think about stories you have read. Who were some of the protagonists
(heroes/heroines) in these stories? Who were the antagonists (villains)? List some of the
protagonists and antagonists and the stories in which they appeared.

Complete the chart below by listing some common characteristics of protagonists and
antagonists. For example, a protagonist is often brave. An antagonist may be cunning or
cruel. Sometimes the antagonist is not a person, but a belief or custom. 

As you read Beowulf, decide who is the protagonist and who or what is the antagonist.
Notice their characteristics and compare/contrast them to the characters you listed in the
chart above.

Protagonists Antagonists Story

Protagonists Antagonists


